12-20-102. Definitions. As used in this Title 12, unless the context otherwise requires:

() "Applicant" means a person applying, pursuant to a part or article of this Title 12, for a new license, certification, or registration or to renew, reinstate, or reactivate a license, certification, or registration that is authorized pursuant to that part or article.

() "Board" means a board created by a part or article of this Title 12 that has regulatory authority concerning the practice of a profession or occupation regulated by that part or article.

() "Certificate holder" means a person that has a valid certificate. "Certificant" has a corresponding meaning.

() "Certificate" or "certification" means a credential that demonstrates that a person has the qualifications required by a part or article of this Title 12 to practice the a profession or occupation regulated by that part or article.

() "Commission" means a commission created by a part or article of this Title 12 that has regulatory authority concerning the practice of a profession or occupation regulated by that part or article.

() "Department" means the department of regulatory agencies created in section 24-1-122.

() "Director" means the director of the division of professions and occupations created by section 12-200-10X or the director's designee; except that:

() For purposes of Article 100 of this Title 12, "director" means the director of the division of real estate created by section 12-100-10X or the director's designee; and

() For purposes of Article 1X0 of this Title 12, "director" means the director of the division of conservation created by section 12-1X0-10X or the director's designee.

() "Division" means the division of professions and occupations created in the department by section 12-200-10X; except that:

() For purposes of Article 100 of this Title 12, "division" means the division of real estate created in the department by section 12-100-10X; and

() For purposes of Article 1X0 of this Title 12, "division" means the division of conservation created in the department by section 12-1X0-10X.

() "Executive director" means the executive director of the department or the executive director's designee.

() "Law" means the federal and state constitutions, statutes, rules, and case law.

() "License" means a grant of authority issued by the director or a board
OR COMMISSION PURSUANT TO A PART OR ARTICLE OF THIS TITLE 12 THAT AUTHORIZES A PERSON TO ENGAGE IN A PROFESSION OR OCCUPATION REGULATED BY THAT PART OR ARTICLE.

() "LICENSEE" MEANS A PERSON REGULATED BY A PART OR ARTICLE OF THIS TITLE 12 THAT HOLDS A CURRENT LICENSE ISSUED PURSUANT TO THAT PART OR ARTICLE.

() "PROFESSION OR OCCUPATION", "PROFESSION", OR "OCCUPATION" MEANS AN ACTIVITY SUBJECT TO REGULATION BY A PART OR ARTICLE OF THIS TITLE 12.

() "REGISTER" MEANS TO RECORD THE INFORMATION REQUIRED BY A PART OR ARTICLE OF THIS TITLE 12 IN A FORM AND MANNER AS DETERMINED BY THE DIRECTOR OR A BOARD OR COMMISSION THAT REGULATES THE PRACTICE OF A PROFESSION OR OCCUPATION PURSUANT TO THAT PART OR ARTICLE. "REGISTERED" AND "REGISTRATION" HAVE CORRESPONDING MEANINGS.

() "REGISTRANT" MEANS A PERSON THAT IS CURRENTLY REGISTERED.

() "REGULATE" MEANS TO SUBJECT A PERSON TO A REQUIREMENT, INCLUDING A REQUIREMENT TO OBTAIN A LICENSE, CERTIFICATION, OR REGISTRATION, PURSUANT TO A PART OR ARTICLE OF THIS TITLE 12 AND RULES ADOPTED PURSUANT TO THAT PART OR ARTICLE OF THIS TITLE 12 IN ORDER TO PRACTICE A PROFESSION OR OCCUPATION. "REGULATION" HAS A CORRESPONDING MEANING.

() "REGULATOR" MEANS, WITHIN A PARTICULAR PART OR ARTICLE OF THIS TITLE 12, THE DIRECTOR OR A BOARD OR COMMISSION, AS APPROPRIATE, THAT HAS REGULATORY AUTHORITY CONCERNING THE PRACTICE OF A PROFESSION OR OCCUPATION REGULATED BY THAT PART OR ARTICLE.